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*****
The Latin proverb exposed in the title, … Hannibal Ante Portas …, is a very famous one. Hannibal is at the
gate …, this is the literal translation to the English Language. It is talking about Rome’s fierce enemy … Hannibal
Barca …, who just crossed the Alps with his troops, and was insisting on having battles on their territory, on
Rome’s territory. This is the point where the series of very heavy battles will start, and some of them Hannibal
will win, what will bring the entire great Rome at the edge of extinction. Very little was missing actually.
However, history talks about Goddess Fortuna flipping the side, because, later on, Hannibal lost some decisive
battles; Rome recovered and recuperated, and in the final stage, it survived. Nevertheless, not only that,
because, along with the struggles that lasted quite some time, they became even stronger. They became a
superpower.
Well, as it is obvious, exactly that legendary military leader and strategist, the Hannibal himself, will be in the
sharp focus of this essay. However, it is very interesting how it came Hannibal to be the main topic. Indeed,
Hannibal Barca is a very complex story, and some even doubted he ever existed. Just some few days ago, let us
say so, I did not have any clue about his natal chart, and could not write about him definitely. To be honest, I
tried with Hannibal many times, because he was so very interesting figure, and I considered it would be a great
job to decipher it. Nevertheless, nothing worked out at that initial stage, was simply forced to go around. The
thing is that this part of the world history is not known so well. We saw that Hannibal is coming as a big rival of
Rome, with unbelievable hatred embedded within himself, deep in his heart, and that was going on from the
very early childhood. This is something that he inherited from his father Hamilcar Barca. However, many people
do not know what the true reason is, and where the true origin is, for all these strong negative feelings toward
Rome.
This is to say, even though some facts about this story we know very well, some details are still missing. Fine, I
was thinking, at least we can check his date of birth, and see if historians put all pieces of the puzzle to the right
place. However, that was not the main motive to start this inquiry. Not at all. To be honest, I had something
very different in mind. To elaborate everything, need to remind on the essay exposed not long ago, the essay
with the title … THE ILLYRIAN QUEEN TEUTA …, and I want to highlight how useful it would be to find this essay,
and to read it. To read it again, well, that would be a good option too. Along with the mentioned essay, we have
seen there was a Goddess Kali incarnated as the Illyrian Queen Teuta herself, and she was playing a naughty
role of a mother who killed her few months old son. Well, as it was proved by the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish natal
chart, that boy was God Vishnu incarnated, and Kali was actually stepping on the way of rising up the great
Illyrian Kingdom, which was supposed to become the counterpart to the already great Republic of Rome. At that
time, Rome was still not an empire. Rome was the Republic at that time. In fact, Rome was just a city-state,
which did spread its own power all over the Mediterranean area and it was grabbing even more and more by
every single day.
Well, we also need to mention two very important incarnations of God Vishnu, just preceding the Hannibal,
when he established great kingdoms or empires. This is very important to mention, because, what we have seen
many times when he comes in such roles of being king-warrior, he always rises one strong and powerful culture
to be as the leader in that particular moment. This is to say, there is always one leading country-state, kingdom,
empire, or whatsoever, through which gods, as incarnates, do help in tuning with the present laws of nature. At
every moment, the incoming energy and intelligence on the Earth are changing, sometimes going down,
sometimes going up, but everything is in the total tune with the cycles of yugas. Life on Earth, knowledge
systems, and the entire paradigm, after all, they should be adjusted always with that incoming energy and
intelligence. If this is not the case, the suffering will be increased drastically. The evolution force cannot allow
any breakage in the evolution itself, and therefore, changes will be implemented some forceful way. As we
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know, in about 700 B.C.E., the Kali Yuga started in the descending cycle of the world ages. The level of
consciousness and appropriate knowledge systems, they were going down and were approaching the negative
peak what happened around 500 C.E. This is a very dark age when cosmic order was falling apart. Dark forces,
the negative element of the evolution force, will take advantage, and they will tune everything how they want.
As we now understand … the Samudra Manthan …, the eternal quest for the ultimate truth, the role of God
Vishnu is to balance everything in order that this is all not going too much on the negative side anyway. That is
the reason we see him quite often as a negative force destroyer. In fact, this is not only him in a question. We
already have seen there are many gods involved. In fact, gods divided themselves into two groups, two clans,
so to say. They split up and they formed the Good Club and the Evil Club. However, along with, they did set up
a set of very strict rules. According to the rules, Vishnu can incarnate only in two families. One is Goddess Kali
and her celestial husband God Vishvakarman. They are the leaders of the negative element of the evolution
force. They are the carriers of the Lunar Dynasty.
At first, he, God Vishnu, came as Cyrus the Great, the king and emperor who did rise up the great empire of
Persia. His mother was Goddess Kali, and this is dark wing family. This is the Lunar Dynasty. He accomplished
monumental achievements. He took under his control asuric Assyrians and Babylonians. However, that did not
last for a long, he disappeared from the scene, and soon, Persia was turned on the negative side. After a while,
King Alexander the Great came in a completely different environment. By seeing that there is too much negative
energy concentrated in Persia itself, he dismantled it, and he did set up new rules for the game to go on. By
doing this, Alexander connected East and West, India and Europe, and he made a bridge for knowledge to
circulate and to be exchanged. However, the current of knowledge was mostly floating from Vedic India to the
West, not the opposite way, how many are prone to declare today. Then, after the Greece and Egypt of
Alexander, a plan for another center of power was initiated. The plan was very clear; it was a new big kingdom
to be established, the Illyrian Kingdom. It was probably supposed to block the spreading the Rome all over the
Mediterranean. Very probably, the new leading force was supposed to be established, right on the place where
ancient Troy was thriving, the first and only post-Vedic culture on the territory of Europe. However, he, that
Vishnu incarnate, he was killed just as a small child, and this plan was obviously abandoned. He was probably
trying to create something that will oppose to the fast-spreading Rome. It is also obvious that about that time,
Rome was not missing the negative energy, in some stage, it turned to the negative side. This is a very common
theme in evolution. The struggle of the Good and Evil is always going on, and something that was initially
established as positive can be turned to the negative side along the time. Especially in dark ages when negative
forces have an advantage, this is very often the case. Well, this is why negative energy is supposed to be put
under control. This is exactly how it was happening in Rome. In my conclusion to the mentioned essay on Illyrian
Queen Teuta, I did raise the question of what will be a possible answer to this very critical situation where
Goddess Kali incarnated as his mother, did block such situation development. Thus, the question was, how will
God Vishnu respond to this situation?
Here we are back to the story of Hannibal now. Because, it happened that exactly Hannibal is the answer, what
will be just proved along with this essay. Hannibal was the one who was supposed to deliver the wrath of God
Vishnu. And this is exactly what he did. However, Hannibal’s power was limited, but more about this in a later
stage.
When we are searching for the natal chart of Hannibal, we have to count this short appearance as a no-name
son of Illyrian Queen Teuta as well. Even though he was only about three months embodied as a son of Teuta,
this incarnation counts as well. Therefore, we need to count about ten years minimum from the year of death
of the no-name son of Queen Teuta, and that was 254 B.C.E. Thus because most probably it was a time pressure
due to that unplanned and unwanted event, we need to search about his next incarnation exactly ten years
afterward. Ten years is the minimum time interval between two incarnations of Vishnu. It became obvious this
principle was followed even in this very critical situation. Then, if we follow this principle, we find one very
interesting situation exactly in 244 B.C.E.
Just to make everything shorter, after quite intriguing and prolonged research, it was discovered that Hannibal
Barca was born on May 9, 244 B.C.E. at 7.56 AM LMT for the Carthage, what is today Tunisia. Here is the natal
chart itself …
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The natal chart was done by following all basic principles for Lord Vishnu incarnations. There are some rules,
what I was discussing many times so far in my writings. In fact, exactly by recognizing these rules, this serial of
essays was made possible. This is the fundamental concept of the entire serial. For example, the presence of
the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction should be noticed in the natal chart. It should be Karkha Lagna-Ascendent with
Chandra-Moon in the ninth house, mostly placed in the Uttarabhadra Nakshatra. In most of the cases, the
Atmakaraka falls in the ninth house of the Navamsa divisional chart, what will immediately define the Navamsa
Lagna, and it will determine the very narrow time frame of just about 15-17 minutes for possible uncertainty. If
we adjust the Navamsa Lagna to the middle, well, the birth time is within a tolerance of plus-minus 7-8 minutes,
what is significant precision, no doubt about that. Even today, some people would be happy to have a natal
chart with such precision. All those who know how to do the rectification of the precise birth time, well, they
can always find some true events from the life of the person, and they can adjust such charts with the precision
of one minute. Anyhow, the natal chart I exposed, well, this is amazing precision indeed, especially if we did not
have any clue when exactly the person was born. I just want to remind that almost all official sources fit the
birth of Hannibal to the year 247 B.C.E. Therefore, the importance and the precision of this method, well, they
are striking.
I do not want to go deep in the natal chart right now. After all, it will be touched just minimally, and only when
needed.
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Carthage was the offshoot of the ancient state Phoenicia, and especially of the city of Tyre, which is always
mentioned as the mother city of Carthage. Phoenicians were part of the Vedic people. They were part of the big
group who migrated from Vedic India to the Mesopotamian Valley. Let's say it happened about 2000 B.C.E. For
that reason, it is plausible to consider they are close relatives to the early Israelites. They share one unique
feature, and that is trading skills. This is to say that they both came out from the Vaishya caste of the Vedic
society, the caste of traders, merchants, manufacturers, and entrepreneurs. Indeed, Phoenicians were well
known as traders, they had spread all over the entire Mediterranean, and they established many colonies. The
Carthage was just one of them, and after all, it became the most famous and most influential. It became so
strong and powerful that it was challenging even the mighty Rome. Hannibal had two brothers and several
sisters. As we know that Lord Vishnu can incarnate within two families only, along with this incarnation he was
probably not the son of Goddess Kali. In fact, as he had some troubles with her in the previous incarnation, what
was just mentioned before at the beginning, well, it seems he will avoid her for some time. Mostly due to the
behavior of Goddess Kali herself, who became extremely violent as the pendulum of world ages was
approaching toward the negative peak. It was proved that she was not safe mother for him at about that time.
She turned away heavily from their rules and regulations. Therefore, to incarnate as Hannibal, this must have
been his second family. In fact, it is very difficult to say which family is the first and which one the second.
Indeed, which family is being primary, and which one the secondary, it is not easy to decide. I would rather say,
both are equally important, but they are different in nature, and they are predicted for different aims to be
accomplished. In fact, it all depends on the nature of the mission. His father Hamilcar was Carthaginian military
leader, general, and statesman. The father was leading the first Punic war, the very extensive war of Carthage
with Rome. Carthaginians lost that war, and they were heavily humiliated. As it seems, that was one reason
more for Hamilcar to transfer his hatred to his son Hannibal.
https://www.ancient-origins.net/ancient-places-europe/hannibal-carthage-military-commander-and-greatest-enemy-rome-002245

In fact, this hatred and enormous antagonism between Carthage and Rome, they have their origin in the events
happening long before that situation in the third century B.C. In order to shed more light on this problem itself,
we need to return some thousand years back in time, to the time of the fall of legendary Troy. The Troy was
destroyed at the end of ten years war, and that was in 1152 B.C.E. I was writing about extensively in the essay
… LEGENDARY TROY FINALLY DECIPHERED! … As it was proved, Hector of Troy had survived the war but came
out with another identity, he came out as … Aeneas. Well, together with his surviving soldiers of a few hundred
people, let say so, in the aftermath of the war itself, they did find the shelter in Carthage. There, there was the
… Queen Dido … ruling the not long ago established city-state of Carthage. Dido was the founder and the first
queen of Carthage. She was also known under the name … Elissa. Some sources declared her as the goddess. I
am just wondering, which one goddess she could possibly have been?
This is actually quite a story, and it would be good to expose it. Well, some sources mentioned that her original
name was … Ellisa. She was the daughter of the King of Phoenicia ruling from the city of Tyre. Her brother
Pygmalion took the throne, and during the dynasty struggle for the power, he killed her husband. This is where
she escaped from Tyre with some people loyal to her, and after some wandering around she settled on the
coast of North Africa, in what is today Tunisia, where she raised up the city of Carthage. Native people started
to call her … Dido …, with meaning … the wanderer. When Hector-Aeneas came, after falling of the Troy, she
offered to him and to his warriors the shelter and all that she had. They fell in love along with, and according to
the story, they had a beautiful romance. However, after a while, Hector-Aeneas left her. Together with his
soldiers, they simply disappeared, and they went toward the Apennine Peninsula and what is today Italy. There
they established a new colony. However, the Italics were there on the west coast, Hector and his soldiers had
some clashes with them, but soon he married the princess, the daughter of the king of Latins, and this merging
and fusion heralded the birth of what will become mighty Rome in some near future.
https://www.ancient.eu/Dido/

After such boisterous breakage of the romance, well, the story has it that Queen of Carthage, Dido-Ellisa, she
was desperate. Her heart was broken. In some versions of the tale, we find out that she finished on a very tragic
way. However, the story has it, before she finished tragically, right at that moment actually, she cursed the
Hector-Aeneas and his future Rome. Along with, she swore that she and Carthage would be the enemy of theirs
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forever. Well, it seems this is not far from the truth, because, even though this hatred was somewhat irrational,
as it seems, she kept her word. She transmitted the hostility to future generations, and as we could see, it lasted
all until Hamilcar and his son Hannibal. In fact, it just culminated about that time.
The character of Dido-Ellisa, and the complete story, well, this is somehow familiar to me. Such kind of plot and
entangle we have seen many times before, and I was just wondering if my hypothesis is right. Simply, it came
to me immediately just as an option, that she, Queen Dido-Ellisa, could have been possibly the Goddess Lakshmi
incarnated. The true story of Troy, what I have exposed, revealed many gods and goddesses incarnated along
with that turbulent situation. Nevertheless, the incarnation of Goddess Lakshmi, or Hera how she was called in
the Greek mythology, or Asherah in Judaic religion, was not found. However, the only way to prove that is to
find her natal chart.
Well, after some playing, one option has crystallized, for which I am sure it is her natal chart. She was born on
July 4, 1188 B.C.E. at 12.04 AM in the Tyre, Phoenicia, in what is today Lebanon.
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As I already have mentioned, Queen Dido-Ellisa is the Goddess Lakshmi incarnate, the celestial consort of God
Vishnu. According to all what I have seen from the natal chart, the previously exposed story is very true. That
includes the tragic end as well. Well, the relationship between Vishnu and Lakshmi is not always ideal. I must
admit, the relationship of theirs is kind of big enigma for me. In some cases, we see them opposing each other
heavily, even though they are always involved in some romantic stories. Not seldom, we see them in different
cultural background, and they function as bridges for integration purpose. However, quite often, there is no
happy end in their romances. I think that should be watched in another way. It seems to me that Lakshmi
functions just the same way as Vishnu does; we can see them both on the side of positives or negatives, or just
simply balancing between them. I do not have doubts that Lakshmi is attached to Vishnu very much, however,
they simply play their roles just to make some entanglements. It is all just for the screenplay not to be boring.
People do not like boring stories. In some cases, they do not like very pathetic stories either. It should be some
mix done. This is the only plausible explanation. I am sure they are both attached to each other very much, but
just for the stories to go on, they play very different roles. In addition, what I have seen and have observed, he
leaves many dirty jobs for her to execute. Whatsoever, the revelation of finding her as Queen Dido-Ellisa in
Carthaginian cultural background solves one long-lasting problem. I was searching for the Goddess LakshmiHera in the story of Troy for a very long time actually. Finally, this enigma is deciphered now. I think it is time
now to continue with the story of Hannibal.
After the first Punic war, Carthage was not in good shape. They lost control over Sicily, Sardinia, and they lost
even their very powerful navy. As the main game at that time was going on around the Mediterranean Sea, well,
the navy was always playing a very important role. Hannibal’s father Hamilcar started to conquer Hispania just
by long marching along the African side of the Mediterranean, and by forcing over the Strait of Gibraltar, he
continued deeper into the Iberian Peninsula. There he started to unify Hispanic tribes under his leadership. He
established his new headquarter in the Cartagena. In some stage, when his father Hamilcar died in 228 B.C.E.,
after a while, in 221 B.C.E. actually, Hannibal was elected among generals to be the chief military leader of
Iberia. He immediately started with war operations and preparations for the clash with Romans. It happened
somehow that the city named … Saguntum … was the borderline, but it was declared as independent Iberian
town. However, Romans claimed that was their town, and they threatened Carthaginians there will be a war if
they attack this town. In fact, this is exactly where everything began. It had started with the siege of Saguntum
in 219 B.C.E., which lasted for about eight months, and finished in 218 B.C.E.

Hannibal’s route of invasion. The photo is taken from …
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hannibal_route_of_invasion-en.svg
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I cannot narrate the complete long story of the invasion of Hannibal and his troops on Rome. After all, it was
going on for about 17 years, and this is a very complex story. Above, I’ve just exposed the map of invasion with
all the important battles. Briefly, after he had crossed the Alps with his troops and elephants, he was
undefeatable for some time. After winning already several battles, the very decisive one did happen in Cannae,
and Hannibal won again by wiping out the complete Roman’s army, including many leading politicians. The
battle was huge carnage and both sides had terrible loses. Anyhow, Hannibal took advantage. He had an open
way to take over the City of Rome, and to put it under his control forever. However, on the surprise of all his
generals, he refused that option. All strategist proclaimed that as his biggest mistake, because, in the aftermath
of the battle, after some time actually, the Goddess Fortuna changed the side, Romans recovered along with
raising the completely new army, and by adopting some strategies of the Hannibal himself. Hannibal was finally
thrown out from the Apennine Peninsula, he had returned to Carthage, and the final battle with his ultimate
defeat happened just there on the Carthage’s territory, in Zama in 202 B.C.E. However, that was not the end of
Hannibal himself. Nevertheless, he never recovered completely, and in some stage, he was supposed to leave
the Carthage. Supposedly in 182 B.C.E. or in 181 B.C.E., he was surrounded in some battle, and he finally killed
himself by taking poison. His job was finished, and as it seems, that was the time to disappear.
Indeed, the natal chart indicates the turn of fortune in the second half of his life, more precisely, around 208
B.C.E., which is completely in tune with reality. From the winner, he became a loser. In addition, the natal chart
does indicate suicide. Therefore, we see actually that he was not predicted to be the winner in this situation; to
be the winner who takes it all. According to my understanding, Hannibal just delivered the wrath of God Vishnu,
but that was all going on for big and positive changes only. It seems to me he just wanted to change the structure
of the Roman Republic, and to remove its own leading politicians corrupted to the very bone. He was even
teaching them how to adopt new military strategies, and to become even stronger. My opinion is that he
definitely did not want to destroy Rome. At the contrary, he was just preparing them for something else and for
something even bigger. However, that will become visible only when he will come shortly afterward as Julius
Caesar himself. He turned Rome to become Empire.
Thus, between lines, we read that God Vishnu actually did not want to destroy the Rome, very probably because
he did not have an alternative option at that moment for some other big and strong culture to be as the leading
force of the world. Instead, he just did accomplish all necessary changes within the existing one, in order to
install his personal lineage in power, and this is exactly what will happen with Julius Caesar, Octavian-Augustus,
and few others as well. Just to remind, it was the dynasty of Julius Caesar who ruled the Roman Empire for a
long time. The dynasty is officially called … the Julio-Claudian Dynasty …, starting with Emperor Augustus
actually, and finishing with Emperor Nero in 68 C.E. Well, interestingly, that was just about the time of Jesus the
Christ. As it seems to me, God Vishnu wanted exactly his line to be in power in Rome during these dramatic
events in the Jewish world. In addition, once again, I want to highlight the point that this dynasty actually started
with Julius Caesar. He was the one who continued the job of Hannibal but within Rome itself this time. However,
this is definitely the theme for some other essay in this serial. Nevertheless, there is still an open debate going
on about the mentioned dynasty. I mean, historians are still divided very much whether the dynasty was good
or bad. I think it was definitely not ideal, however, many negative things we need to take with suspicion because
of the writings of writers and historians who came afterward. The fact is that they all mostly belonged to, and
have been heavily under the influence of the Lunar Dynasty represented by Emperor Constantine the Great,
and his mother-wife Helena, Goddess Kali incarnated. This is where the Lunar Dynasty took over again, and
where the darkness of the Middle Age will start. What we see along with such examples is that a fierce struggle
was going on among Forces of Light and Forces of Darkness. In the Duality, in the dualistic world, this struggle
never finishes. However, around the negative peak of the Kali Yuga, it was intensified multiple times.
Indeed, what a dramatic turnover! All of sudden we are capable to see the story of Hannibal through the
different filter, through the filter of truth. Well, there are many myths and legends born about Hannibal, but
this is where we entered the very core of this story. Obviously, things were not ideal. As Kali Yuga started in
about 700 B.C.E., all of sudden we have extreme situations, a heavy decline from the cosmic order, and then,
both sides, Good and Evil, find themselves in a deep clash. This is the nature of life in Kali Yuga, in the Iron Age
of the world ages, and some things are simply unavoidable. Luckily, in about 1700 C.E., we left the Kali Yuga
behind us, and we entered into ascending Dwapara Yuga. This is to say, now, we are already in the Dwapara
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Yuga for about three hundred years. Well, honestly speaking, we still have remnants of the past on our
shoulders, including some dark and murky creatures around. However, the negative principle is descending
rapidly, and there is a light from the tunnel being seen. We are on the bright side already and very soon all such
turbulences of the Dark Age will be our far and distant history only. Very soon, everything will be forgotten. The
light of knowledge can cure and will cure everything.
As we are going toward the conclusion of this essay, I would like to expose one very interesting situation. The
thing is we have a supposed picture of the bust of Hannibal, but I am not sure if this is a true one. At the page:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mommsen_p265.jpg

… we find that interesting photo of the supposed marble bust of Hannibal. It is supposedly found in Capua, and
it is held in Museo Nazionale, Naples, Italy. I do not know, I have some doubts about, and that is the reason I
even did not use it along with this essay. First of all, among the scientists there is no consensus this is the true
option as well. They just think that could be Hannibal himself. Secondly, Hannibal lost one eye, very possibly the
right one, due to infection of the eye during 217 B.C.E., while trying to find the way throughout the marchlands
of north Italy. From that moment on, he used the eyepatch permanently. Indeed, the loose of a right eye is
indicated by the natal chart as well, because there is a very heavy and afflicting influence of many malefic planets
on the second house, which represents the right eye. The bust was supposedly done afterward when Hannibal
already conquered a big portion of Italy, and according to logic, the eyepatch should have been shown. Fine, it
can be that eyepatch was intentionally not shown by artist, due to esthetic reasons preferably. Moreover, some
political reasons could have been behind as well. There is yet another possible reason this is not Hannibal
represented by that bust. His dressing looks more like a Roman tunic, or even toga. All right, this also could have
been just as a part of political gaming, showing Hannibal as being close to Romans. In addition, I also cannot and
do not want to deny this is Hannibal himself. Therefore, altogether, I would rather leave this question open.
When researching on Hannibal, I did find a set of sayings attached to him. One is already exposed along with
the title of this essay. Another one very striking is …
I have come not to make war on the Italians, but to aid the Italians against Rome.

This one is a very plausible one. It is saying, and it is confirming that Hannibal, and Lord Vishnu himself,
considered Rome at that time as the seat of the negative energy, which can threaten the evolution force itself.
This is the basic reason he was so eager to put it under his control. On one way or another. He will either find a
way or he will make it, and this is exactly what he did.
The End
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1. THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM AND THE NATAL CHART OF JESUS – Version 2.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/373048637/The-Star-of-Bethlehem-and-the-Natal-Chart-of-Jesus-Version-2-0

2. KING SOLOMON'S TREASURE – Version 5.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/373516118/King-Solomon-s-Treasure-Version-5-0

3. JOSHUA - JESUS THE CHRIST - NEVER ENDING SURPRISES - Version 3.1
https://www.scribd.com/document/373967510/Joshua-Jesus-the-Christ-Never-Ending-Surprises-Version-3-1

4. ALEXANDER THE GREAT - ALEXANDER III OF MACEDON – Version 4.2
https://www.scribd.com/document/374063076/Alexander-the-Great-Alexander-III-of-Macedon-Version-4-2

5. JESUS AND JUDAH – EARLY DAYS – Version 3.1
https://www.scribd.com/document/374201257/Jesus-and-Judah-Early-Days-Version-3-1

6. JESUS THE CHRIST – WHAT HAPPENED AFTER THE CRUCIFIXION? - Version 7.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/374760575/Jesus-the-Christ-What-Happened-After-the-Crucifixion-Version-7-0
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7. JESUS THE CHRIST – LAST DAYS - Version 4.1
https://www.scribd.com/document/375037853/Jesus-the-Christ-Last-Days-Version-4-1

8. JOSEPH OF ARIMATHEA – Version 7.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/375428668/JOSEPH-OF-ARIMATHEA-Version-7-0

9. JAMES THE JUST, THE BROTHER OF JESUS – Version 6.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/377170694/JAMES-THE-JUST-THE-BROTHER-OF-JESUS-Version-6-0

10. LUCIUS ARTURIUS CASTUS – LEGENDARY KING ARTHUR DECIPHERED – Version 9.1
https://www.scribd.com/document/379108390/LUCIUS-ARTORIUS-CASTUS-LEGENDARY-KING-ARTHUR-DECIPHERED-Version-1-0

11. ROMAN EMPEROR DIOCLETIAN – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/380796767/ROMAN-EMPEROR-DIOCLETIAN-Version-1-0

12. THE TRUE STORY OF THE BIBLICAL JOSEPH - Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/383284589/THE-TRUE-STORY-OF-THE-BIBLICAL-JOSEPH-Version-1-0

13. THE TRUE ORIGIN OF THE ISRAELITES – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/387138243/the

WWI and WW2 DECIPHERED
1. FROZEN WARRIORS – Version 2.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/363228451/Frozen-Warriors-Version-2-0

2. BALTIC MAFIA – Version 2.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/363228451/Frozen-Warriors-Version-2-0

3. GRAND DUCHESS ANASTASIA NIKOLAEVNA OF RUSSIA – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/399970915/GRAND-DUCHESS-ANASTASIA-NIKOLAEVNA-OF-RUSSIA-Version-1-0

A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER-AKASHA
1. LET THERE BE ETHER! – LET THERE BE ETHER-AKASHA! – A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER AKASHA – Version 1.4.7
https://www.scribd.com/document/401592314/LET-THERE-BE-LIGHT-LET-THERE-BE-ETHER-A-REVIVAL-OF-THE-ETHER-AKASHAVersion-1-4-7

2. THE LIFE STORY OF NIKOLA TESLA – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/397991510/THE-LIFE-STORY-OF-NIKOLA-TESLA-Version-1-0

3. THE CYCLIC UNIVERSE – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/403204623/THE-CYCLIC-UNIVERSE-Version-1-0

OTHER
1. FINDING THE TRUE CHRISTMAS – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/405093698/FINDING-THE-TRUE-CHRISTMAS-Version-1-0

2. THE TRAVELS OF MARCO POLO – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/409629679/THE-TRAVELS-OF-MARCO-POLO-Version-1-0

3. THE ILLYRIAN QUEEN TEUTA – Version 1.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/412341096/THE-ILLYRIAN-QUEEN-TEUTA-Version-1-0

SPECIAL
1. THE FIRST CROATIAN KINGS – KING PAVLIMIR – THE LEGEND OF KING BELO – Version 3.0
https://www.scribd.com/document/399475351/THE-FIRST-CROATIAN-KINGS-KING-PAVLIMIR-THE-LEGEND-OF-KING-BELO-Version-3-0
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